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USING PLANYST IN SUPPORT OF COMMAND AND CONTROL* Izhak Rubin, Aleksandar Ratkovic, Vladan Strbac IRI Computer Communications Corporation, Los Angeles, CA Francis C. Deckelman US NAVY SPAWAR, ArlingSon, VA Anthony E. Sterrett



US NAVY NRaD, San Diego, CA ABSTRACT The Command and Control Reference Model is a layered structure interacting with the environment through four physical ports: Communications, Sensing/Monitoring, Infliction and Transportation. An Object Oriented Stochastic C2 Graph architecture has been developed to model the combat and C2 dynamics of the associated processes within different layers. The latter structure must interact with a tool which models communicationsnetworks in a hierarchical layered fashion. The PlanystTM program has been developed by IRI Computer Communications Corporation to serve as such a tool. Its features are described in this paper. 1.



The C2 Reference Model and C2 Analysis Tools RI's Planyst is a unique modeling and analysis tool for communication network systems. It employs a powerful graphical user interface which allows the user to define the network configuration through the placement of icons on the screen. By clicking on these icons, and through the use of hierarchically structured menus, the user is able to quickly define the parameters of the network configuration under investigation. The Planyst tool can be effectively employed in support of modeling, analysis and planning of command and control systems and networks. In accordance with the C2 Reference Model Ell, command and control systems are modeled in terms of a layered structure which consists of the following (stated from higher to lower) layers: - C2 Conflict layer, whose product is the mission - C2 Presentation (Planning) layer, where the plans for achieving the stated mission are developed - C2 Operation layer, wherein tasks are developed to achieve the plans - C2 Procedure layer, where existing modes of operation (reinforced through training and experience) are used, definingjobs to be carried out for the execution of the plans - C2 Network layer, where job assignments are distributed over multiple entities in accordance with the underlying topology - C2 Link layer, which defined a transaction across a single link as the basic entity required to realize the network assignment. - C2 Asset layer, where the C2 resource is modeled. Interactionsbetween assets are divided into 4 categories



* PlanystTMis a Trade Mark of IRI Computer Communications Corporation, 19562 Ventura Blvd., Suite #209, Tarzana, CA. 91356, Attn.: Dr. Izhak Rubin. Tel.: (818)996-9805. 0-7803-1828-5194 $4.00 0 1994 IEEE



(so that four interaction ports connect from below to the C2 Asset layer, providing the latter with the corresponding interaction services): a. Communications interactions. The communications process itself is modeled through the use of the Open System Interconnect(OSI) CommunicationsReference Model. The latter is a layered model. b. Identification (sensing) interactions. c. Infliction interactions. d. Transportation interactions. Integrated resource allocation,C2 and combat analysis tools have been developed [1]-[6] based upon the C2 reference model. The latter models use stochastic process methodologies to describe and analyze the dynamics of the combat processes and the associated resource allocation schemes, across multiple C2 layers. They have been implemented as Object Oriented Stochastic C2 Graph program structures [23, [31-[51. The communications interactions feeding these C2 models and programs are provided by the Planyst tool. Furthermore, Planyst serves as an highly effective tool for modeling, planning, analyzing, designing and managing telecommunications and computer communications networks. In this paper, we describe the features of Planyst.



PLANYST: Overview IRI's Planyst is a unique modeling and analysis tool for communication network systems. It employs a powerful graphical user interface which allows the user to define the network configuration through the placement of icons on the screen. By clicking on these icons, and through the use of hierarchically structured menus, the user is able to quickly define the parameters of the network configuration under investigation. The network system is defined through the use of a layered structure of menu/level groups: Traffic/Service Modeling Menu, Protocol Layers Menu, Network Menu, and InterNetwork Menu. Each Level is further divided into Sublevels. Through the use of a linking process, models configured in any Sublevel can be linked into a configuration defined at a higher Sublevel. In this fashion, all the elements of the network are configured and defined in an exhaustive,comprehensive, precise and timely manner. Even large network configurations can be modeled rapidly, with Planyst providing the tools required to represent the critical models affecting the performance of the network. Being a higher level model, it avoids the need to spend a long time in defining intricate details concerning the underlying queues, protocols and configurations which are not critical to the 2.
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overall performance evaluation and design process. No user programming is required. All models embed the protocols which are relevant to their operation. In turn,the user is able to specify model parameters so that the model represents the desired operation, and is adaptable to evolving changes in product features. As a result, Planyst operates effectively on a PC compatible machine. Under the Planyst TrafficlService Modeling mendevel group, a number of Sublevel facilities are provided to model the traffic/service processes loading the network. Under the Planyst Protocol Layers modeling menu group, the user is able to model for each layer (Application, Presentation, Session, Transport,and Planyst’s IP/MUX level) the processing, buffering, queueing, flow control, and transmission operations occurring within each higher level layer. Under the Network modeling menulleve1 group, Planyst offers extensive facilities for the modeling of the most popular network systems. Separate Sublevels are provided for the modeling of networks such as FDDI, Ethernet, Token Ring, ALOHA nets (Random-Access Packet Radio and packetized wireless nets), packet-switching networks, ATM cellswitching networks, circuit-switching systems, wireless networks, and others. The Planyst Inter-Network mendevel is employed to model, configure and analyze i n t e ~ - ~ ~ ~ enetwork cted systems. At this level, network components are interconnected through the use of interconnect devices (including bridges, routers and switches). Each network unit is configured by association with a network model defined in the Network level. Performance evaluations are carried out in a timely manner through the use of an innovative Analytical Decomposition method embedded within the Planyst Inter-Network level. For each layer and level, performance evaluationscan be carried out, yielding results concerning message, packet and cell throughput and delay levels for each subsystem traversed by the message. In addition, blocking and buffer occupancy performance features are exhibited. Extensive utilities are provided to carry out analytical, simulation, and sensitivity evaluations under which network loading levels (per selected Traffic Classes) or parameters are varied. Performance evaluation results are exhibited in various formats, identifying message, system and network performance, for each Traffic Class,across the network and at the higher protocol layers. Network performancebottlenecks are thus readily identified and corrected. Planyst provides extensive Analytical tools for the calibration and analysis of FDDI networks. (See the References for a number of our analytical approaches to the modeling of FDDI networks.) Global performance objectives are specified for each Traffic Class. Based on these objectives, and on the specified traffic loading and network configuration, Planyst employs its analytically driven module to calculate and suggest the best values to be set for FDDI MAC and other protocol parameters. Analytical result interpretation facilities are used to explain the achieved system performance behavior. See, for example, [81 where Planyst was employed to properly calibrate the FDDI network so that it operates effectively in supporting multi-media services. 3.



down into the following modeling levels: Traffic/Service Modeling Level, Protocol Layers Modeling Level, The Network Modeling Level, The Inter-Network Modeling Level. These levels are ordered hierarchically so that the Traffic Modeling Level is at the bottom of the hierarchy while the Inter-Network Level is at the top. Within any of these levels, each Model developed is initially a Resource. It becomes a Project when all of its parameters and linkages have been fully-defined. The term “Model” is used to denote an entity which is either a Resource or a Project. A Model created in any window is considered fullydefined when every icon plotted on the screen has been fullydefined. Such a Model constitutes a Project. Each Model is created by placing various icons on the Screen of the Modeling Window in which you are working. Each icon has various parameters which must be specified. For example, a Processor/Queue icon must have it’s buffer size (capacity) and processing rate specified. Moreover, some icons must be linked to a Project. For instance, a network station icon must be linked to a traffic source Project. Within each level of Planyst are various sublevels. They provide multiple modeling facilities aiding in the construction, configuration and characterization of the various protocol, network and modeling structures nested within the underlying level. A Model (Resource or Project) may be saved and used as a building block for the construction of other models. Through the process of composition and linking, models can be combined to construct more complex models. This is a hierarchically layered process in the sense that a model constructed within a given level is linked to a model resident in the same or in a higher level. The former model essentially “feeds” the latter model. For example, two simple traffic source models constructed in the Traffic Level may be linked into a Composite Source Model (also in the Traffic level). This Composite Source may then be linked into a protocol model designed in the Protocol Layers Level, so that messages generated by the traffic sources are processed by the protocol model. The resulting traffic/protocol Project can then be linked into a Network Level Model, driving the network with the modeled message flows. Different Network Level projects are linked into an Inter-Network Model to provide for the definition and characterization of a network configuration which consists of interconnected network systems. Planyst TrafficlService Modeling Level Planyst provides for the construction of multi-level traffic sources. Each source can be defined to generate a traffic process which spans multiple levels, including the following levels: Call, Burst, Message, Packet/Segment/Cell, Byte/Bit/Signal. Within each level, traffic flows are statistically characterized. Thus, random arrival times and durationdlengths of calls/sessions/connections are described at the Call level. Once in session, random traffic activity periods are defined within the burst level. The latter are characterized by alternate random occurrences of on/off activity modes. Once in a burst mode, message arrivals and lengths are statistically defined in the Message level. To further characterize the traffic source, a 4.
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processor model is employed. Using this processor, the features of the traffic at the Packet/Segment/Cell level and at the Bit level are defined. In this manner, message segmentation and related overhead are properly described, and the Physical layer based speed (InstantaneousBit Rate) at which traffic is emitted by the source is properly modeled. In this way, Planyst provides for the construction of a traffic model which generates traffic in a realistic manner. This traffic modeling methodology is highly important in properly loading processors and networks and correctly assessing their performance behavior. Planyst traffic models &n thus incorporate a complete range of factors which are used to characterize the nature of the traffic over multiple dynamic time periods. It is not sufficient to account for only the traffic longer term statistics. In Planyst, baud rates, processor/protocol-engine/access-moduleper-bit and per-packet service rates, segmentation and adaptation operations are also modeled as an integral part of the traffic source. They are essential to the correct modeling, calibration, planning and analysis of today high-speed networks! For example, a traffic source which is used to model the traffic generated by a workstation, an Ethernet network, or a computer system at a certain access point, would provide features for the message/segment arrivals (say, packets arriving at an average rate of 1 Mbps, under specified statistical distributions, from an Ethernet, with each packet corresponding to an Ethemet MAC frame whose maximum length is 1500 Bytes), and the arrival speed (being equal to 10 Mbps for Ethernet, characterizing the incoming bit rate for the duration of an incoming burst). Note that the short-term speeds at which a network is loaded by multiple sources can combine to yield an intensity which is significantly higher than that described by the longer-term average loading level (traffic rate), thereby serving to significantly affect the network's behavior. Such short term and longer term traffic flow dynamics are carefully incorporated into the various Planyst models and analyses. Under the Planyst Traffic/ServiceModeling menu/level group, a number of Sublevel facilities are provided to model the traffichervice processes loading the network. Distinct traffic streams are identified as belonging to different Traffic Classes. Network flow distributionsare specifiedand performance features are exhibited separately for each Traffic Class. Using the traffic modeling tools provided, the user is able to comprehensively model data, voice, imaging, file, and video traffic streams, among others, in a statistical comprehensive but easy manner. Default models are provided for many Traffic-Classes, for which the statistical features of the traffic streams are predefined, allowing the user to just specify the traffic loading rate of interest. Multi-media sources are readily configured. Models are easily set-up to represent the traffic flows produced by a workstation, computer, terminal, monitoring device, network, or interconnected network system. 5.



Planyst Protocols Layers Modeling Level Under the Planyst Protocol Layers modeling menu group, the user is able to model for each layer (Application, Presentation, Session, Transport, and Planyst's IP/MUX level) the performance effects induced by the layer's processing, buffering, queueing, flow control, and uansmission operations.



These models are inter-linked, as well as linked to the source traffic models defined in the Traffic Level, to yield a realistic model of the processing transactions incurred by a message from the time it is generated to the time that it reaches the network's access station (or access adapter card). Performance evaluation analyses can be separately carried-out for each subset of the loaded protocol layer systems, to reveal the delay-throughputand buffering performance behavior experienced by messages while traversing any and all of these layers. The impact of multiplexing and routing devices on flows directed to a network access station is modeled in the PMUX Sublevel. In modeling protocol processing operations within a layer, the following service components are integrated and can be individually defined: a Processing components for which the packet service time is proportional to the packet's length (such as those involving Byte checking and transmission services); b. Processing components for which the packet service time is independent of the packet's length (such as those involving header construction/processing,filtering and switching services). In modeling the flow control operations which are used within a layer (such as a Transport layer), Planyst provides for the parametric modeling of the following flow control



procedures: a. A sliding window flow control operation (such as that commonly employed by connection oriented transport protocols, including TCP and TP4); b. A rate control operation, which is structured as a Credit Manager Algorithm (or a "leaky bucket" scheme); such as those employed at the User-Network Interface by SMDS, Frame Relay and ATM networks. Planyst Network Modeling Level Under the Network modeling menubevel group, Planyst offers extensive facilities for the modeling of commonly used and newly introduced network systems. Separate Sublevels are provided for the modeling of FDDI, Ethernet, Token Ring, ALOHA (Random-AccessPacket Radio and Wireless nets), ATM and Packet-Switching networks. For each network system, the network configuration is defined in a manner which is consistent with its practical implementation. Extensive performanceresults are exhibited in graphical and tabular form. These results can be also printed out and saved in files by the user. Message (packet and segment/ceil) delay performance is presented on an end-to-end basis as well as across each layer, for the access stations and across the network system. For each layer and level, blocking and buffer occupancy performance features are also exhibited. Extensive utilities are provided to carry out sensitivity evaluations under which network loading (total loading levels or just those of a selected Traffic Class) or various network configuration and control parameters are varied. Sensitivity evaluation results are exhibited in various formats, identifying the corresponding variations in network performance, for each Traffic Class, across the network and at the higher protocol layers. Network performance bottlenecks can then be readily identified and corrected Planyst provides extensive analytical tools for the 6.
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calibration and analysis of FDDI networks. Global performance objectives are specified (with default levels preset for message delay targets) for each Traffic Class. Based on these objectives, and on the specified traffic loading and network configuration, Planyst employs a unique analytically driven module to calculate and suggest the best values to be set for FDDI MAC parameters. It has been well demonstrated that an FDDI network which is not properly calibrated for the multi-media loading environment it supports yields poor performance behavior. This leads to unacceptably long delay levels for Traffic Classes which must incur very low latencies, even under low loading levels. In addition, using the Analytical module, Planyst also employs analytical methods to exhibit estimated network performance results, as well as provide performance interpretations to identify the causes for an unsatisfied delay objective for those Traffic Classes whose performance targets are not met. Extensive simulation and sensitivity studies can then be carried out as well. For example, Planyst’s Analytical facility has been used to calibrate the network so that it properly supports realtime streams, under mixed loading by different service classes; as well as to provide acceptable message delay performance to delaysensitive message flows even when the network is subjected to temporary overloading by other message/imaging/document flows. Analytical and combined Analytical/Simulation approaches, as well as Simulation techniques, are also used for other network types. See the References for a number of our recent analytical approaches to the modeling and analysis of local and wide area networks. For Ethernet networks, the Planyst models provide for an easy specification of common Bus and Star based topologies. The CSMA/CD access algorithm is implemented by the Planyst Ethemet module, with Standard based parameters selected as default values. The user can however modify these parameters to evaluate the network performance under a modified access module (such as that involving an 100 Mbps Ethernet operation). Detailed performance statistics are exhibited characterizing message delay, buffer occupancy, and retransmission attempt distributions, across the network, at the higher layer protocols, and on an end-to-end basis. Similarly, a Random-Access channel, representing the packet access operation across a radio channel such as that used in a packet radio net, wireless packet network, PCN or a satellite network, is modeled under the ALOHA network Sublevel. For Token-Ring networks, Planyst provides an extensive model which allows the specification of multiple priorities, in accordance with the IEEE 802.5 Standard. Under the ATM Network Sublevel and the PacketSwitching Network Sublevel, Planyst offers tools for the modeling and analysis of ATM and packet-switching networks. Access-Station modules are provided to model the functions carried out by such stations, routers or adapter cards. Included are operations involving: adaptation, segmentation and reassembly, access transmission, sliding-window and input-rate flow control mechanisms, and related buffering and processing models. At the ATM access sublevel, Planyst also provides for the inclusion of 1/0 cards which serve to implement a scalable ATM network configuration by multiplexing the switch’s ports to a flexible array of input/output lines operating at various



-



speeds. At each switch port, the multiplexing and demultiplexing operations of such I/O cards are modeled and evaluated. The Switch node is characterized by its architecture, with the user selecting a structure from a group of built-in commonly employed switch fabrics Input and output queueing switches, with dedicated and shared memory systems, are modeled. An extensive facility is provided for the specification of flow distributions across the switch. The corresponding switching matrix is specified separately for each Traffic Class, allowing the user to describe traffic flows as realistically observed in a network system (whereby each class typically has its own designated traffic flow destinations). Multicasting operations are also modeled. This allows a rapid characterization of traffic flows in a meshed network environment. Using the Planyst modules and tools, one readily configures and analyzes the various architectures employed (e.g., using distributed routers/multiplexers, or Hub based ATM access stations and switches) in using an ATM network as a local net, a backbone network, and/or a wide-area network serving to interconnect workgroup LAN’s and other sources/networks. For illustrative analytical approaches to the modeling and evaluation of ATM networks, see our models as described in [l 11 in relation to traffic and call admission management, in 1121-[14] for flow and congestion control, and in [15] for the modeling and analysis of ATM switching nodes. The Planyst performance evaluation and sensitivity tools provide detailed results. Performance behavior is exhibited across the higher layer protocols, the access stations (or router nodes), at the I/O MuxDemux buffers, at each one of the switching nodes, and on an end-to-end basis. The user can readily and rapidly examine the performance effectivenessof each access and switching node under realistic traffic loading conditions. Asymmetries in traffic distributions across a switch node have shown to yield cell and packet blocking probabilities which can be orders of magnitude higher than those predicted by less precise models. 7.



Planyst Inter-Network Modeling Level The InterNetwork Level is used in Planyst to configure and evaluate interconnected network topologies. An intemetwork topology is configured through the linking of network icons to the corresponding network systems defined in the Network level. These Network icons are then interconnected by laying out icons representing Interconnect Devices. Such a device is selected to assume the functionality of a Bridge, Router, Multiport Router, Multiplexer or Switch. A facility is provided to configure the parameters of each Interconnect Device and its Access Stations (adapter cards), as well as to specify its connection ports to the networks it connects. Once the InterNetwork configuration is defined, Planyst evaluates the system’s performance through the use of an innovative “Analytical Decomposition” method. Under this technique, the evaluation progresses through multiple steps. First, flow equations are analytically solved to yield the flow rates, for each Traffic Class, through each Network and Interconnect Device. Then, in each step, the analysis is focused
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on a selected network and its associated interconnect devices. For this evaluation, the intemetwork traffic loading the focused network is analytically modeled. In this manner, Planyst is able to effectively evaluate, in a time efficient manner, even complex intemetwork configurations. This method has proved to provide precise and timely performance, sensitivity and planning evaluations for interconnected network structures employed by modern computer communications networks. The analytical modeling process used here allows the user to readily identify and interpret network and intemetwork bottlenecks and performance features. See 1171-E181 for the’use of network decomposition models for the analysis of such systems and of the associated traffic, control and capacity management procedures applied to interconnect network configurations. Note that for less complex interconnected structures, the user can also carry out analyses of interconnectednetwork models without the use of the “Analytical Decomposition” method, by using the Network level facility and tools. 8. Applications The Planyst tool’s models have been tested and their results confirmed for each network level against many operating network systems and other extensive system evaluations which take much longer to run and require the use of much larger and more extensive computing resources. Due to its structural simplicity, the Planyst tool is especially efficient for higher-level modeling, analysis, planning, and design of existing, modified, expanded or planned networks. It is an effective tool for traffic, performance, configuration and capacity network management purposes. it is a versatile resource allocation tool, allowing a rapid determination of those network resources which pose the most critical performance and capacity expansion limitations. It is uniquely highly useful in providing for the tune-up and calibration of network parameters to obtain in real-time an efficient network operation under which the performance objectives of the message streams belonging to a multitude of Traffic/Serviceclasses are satisfied.
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